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where � = "t is alled slow time. This system is governed by two time sales, one forthe unperturbed atom, whih is of order 1, and one for the eletri �eld, whih is of order"�1. The ratio of these time sales an be made small by hoosing a small enough valueof the adiabati parameter ".In other ases, the di�erent time sales are intrinsi to the system, whih an bedesribed by a slow-fast equation of the form" _x = f(x; y);_y = g(x; y): (4)In this situation, x is alled fast variable and y is alled slow variable. A famousexample is a perturbed integrable Hamiltonian system in ation{angle variables,H(I; ') = H0(I) + "H1(I; '); (5)whih is governed by the slow-fast equation"d'=d� = H 00(I) + "�IH1(I; ');dI=d� = ��'H1(I; '): (6)There are many more examples. Consider for instane two oupled \osillators" withmasses 1 and "2, desribed by the HamiltonianH(q1; p1; q2; p2) = 12p21 + V1(q1) + 12"2 p22 + V2(q2) + �q1q2: (7)In this ase, the light pendulum moves on a time sale "�1, and an be desribed by thefast variables (q2; ~p2 = "�1p2). The resulting slow{fast system is_q1 = p1; " _q2 = ~p2;_p1 = �V 01(q1)� �q2; " _~p2 = �V 02(q2)� �q1: (8)The idea we would like to exploit is that for suÆiently small ", the dynamis of theadiabati system (3) or of the slow{fast system (4) should be lose, in some sense, to thedynamis of the family of equations dxdt = f(x; �); (9)where � is onsidered as a stati parameter. This redued system, being lower{dimensional(and autonomous), is easier to analyse than the original equation.In this review, we only onsider the adiabati system (3), although ertain resultsan be extended to the slow{fast system (4). The disussion is not limited to Hamiltoniansystems, whih means that the presented results are more general, but may not be optimalin that speial ase.In Setion 2, we disuss the situation when the redued system (10) admits a hyperboliequilibrium branh x?(�). In this ase, the dynamis of (3) near the equilibrium an beanalysed in detail, by showing the existene of adiabati solutions, invariant manifolds,and dynami normal forms. In Setion 3, we omment some extensions to the ellipti ase.In Setion 4, we point out some interesting onnetions between bifurations, eigenvaluerossings and resonanes.Detailed proofs of the results below an be found in [Berg℄ or other works whih willbe indiated. Some physial examples are disussed in [BK1, BK2℄.2



2 Hyperboli Case2.1 Adiabati SolutionsWe onsider the adiabati di�erential equation" _x = f(x; �); (10)where x 2 D � R n , � 2 I � R , f 2 Ck with k > 2, _x = dx=d� , and " > 0 is asmall parameter. In this setion, we further assume that x?(�) is a hyperboli equilibriumbranh of f(x; �), that is, f(x?(�); �) = 0;�xf(x?(�); �) = A(�); (11)for all � 2 I, where A(�) has no purely imaginary eigenvalue. The �rst step is to show theexistene of a partiular solution of (11) whih remains lose to this equilibrium branh.Theorem 1. Let x?(�) be de�ned on an interval I � R , whih need not be �nite. Weassume that there exist stritly positive onstants 0, a0 and M suh thatkf(x?(�) + y; �)k 6M if kyk 6 0,jRe aj(�)j > a0 for eah eigenvalue aj of A(�), (12)uniformly for � 2 I. Then there exist stritly positive onstants k, , C and "0 suh that,when 0 < " 6 "0, the equation (11) admits a partiular solution �x(�) with the followingproperties:1. If f(x; �) 2 C2, then �x(�) = x?(�) + "R1(�; "); (13)with kR1(�; ")k 6 1 uniformly for � 2 I.2. If f(x; �) 2 Ck, k > 3, then�x(�) = x?(�) + k�2Xj=1 "jxj(�) + "k�1Rk�1(�; "); (14)with kRk�1(�; ")k 6 k�1 uniformly for � 2 I.3. If f(x; �) is analyti in a omplex neighborhood of x?(�), then�x(�) = x?(�) + N(")Xj=1 "jxj(�) + e�1=Cj"jR(�; "); (15)with kR(�; ")k 6  uniformly for � 2 I and N(") = O(1=").In other words, this result means that if the equilibrium branh x?(�) is uniformlyhyperboli, than there exists a partiular solution of the adiabati system traking thisbranh at a distane of order ". We all it an adiabati solution. This solution anbe expanded into powers of " if f is suÆiently smooth, where the funtions xj(�) anbe omputed by an iterative sheme. In the ideal ase, when f is analyti, it admits an3



asymptoti series in ". This series is not onvergent in general, but it admits an optimaltrunation at exponentially small order.This result has a rather long history, and appears to have been redisovered severaltimes (in fat it has been mainly studied in the ontext of slow{fast systems). The existeneof a solution traking an attrating equilibrium (i.e., suh that all eigenvalues of A have anegative real part) is proved by Pontryagin and Rodygin [PR℄ using Lyapunov funtions.A similar result is attributed to Tikhonov in [VBK℄. The general hyperboli ase istreated by Fenihel [Fe℄, see also [Jo℄. It is also related to the theory of shadowing. Analternative proof using Lyapunov funtions is given in [Berg℄. The exponentially smallbound follows from an iterative sheme given by Neishtadt in [Ne℄. An alternative prooffor maps, using Borel transformations, has been given by Baesens [B�℄.In Theorem 1, we only prove the existene of an adiabati solution, without any infor-mation on uniity. The forthoming analysis of nearby solutions will show that if I is a�nite interval, there exists an n{parameter family of adiabati solutions lose to any parti-ular one. A partiular solution may be seleted by imposing speial boundary onditions,either by letting I go to R and requiring the solution to be bounded, or by onsidering aperiodi equation and imposing the same periodiity to the adiabati solution.2.2 Linear SystemsIf �x(�) is an adiabati solution assoiated with the hyperboli equilibrium branh x?(�),the hange of variables x = �x(�) + y transforms (11) into " _y = A(�; ")y +O(kyk2), whereA(�; ") = �xf(�x(�); �) = A(�)+O("). Before dealing with nonlinear terms, we will analysethe linearized system " _y = A(�; ")y: (16)The eigenvalues of A(�; ") an be indexed by ontinuous funtions aj(�; "), j = 1; : : : ; n.Let us split them into two groups, and de�ne their real gap := inf�2I1 6 i 6 pp+1 6 j 6 n��Re�ai(�)� aj(�)���; (17)for some p, 1 6 p < n. This gap is stritly positive, for instane, if the equilibriumis hyperboli, and the �rst p eigenvalues have negative real part, while the others havepositive real part. There are, however, other situations in whih this gap is positive. Ourmain result is the following:Theorem 2. Assume that A(�; ") is of lass C3 for � 2 I, and that the real gap (19)is stritly positive. For suÆiently small " and � 2 I, there exists an invertible matrixS(�; ") suh that (18) is equivalent to the equationsy(�) = S(�; ")z(�); " _z = D(�; "); (18)where D(�; ") is blo{diagonal, with one blo of size p� p and eigenvalues aj(�; ") +O(")for j = 1; : : : ; p, and another blo of size (n� p)� (n� p) and eigenvalues aj(�; ") +O(")for j = p+ 1; : : : ; n.
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The matries S(�; ") and D(�; ") an be expanded into powers of ". In partiular, ifA(�; ") is analyti in � in a neighborhood of the (possibly unbounded) interval I, we haveS(�; ") = S0(�) + N(")Xj=1 "jSj(�) + e�1=Cj"j P (�; ");D(�; ") = D0(�) + N(")Xj=1 "jDj(�) + e�1=Cj"jQ(�; "); (19)where C > 0, N = O(1="), and all matrix elements of P and Q are bounded uniformly in� and ".Corollary 1. Assume that the eigenvalues of A(�; ") have uniformly disjoint real parts,that is, inf�2I1 6 i<j 6 n��Re�ai(�)� aj(�)��� > 0: (20)Then equation (18) an be diagonalized by a hange of variables y = S(�; ")z, and thus itsprinipal solution an be written in the formU(�; �0) = S(�; ")0B�e�1(�;�0)=" 0. . .0 e�n(�;�0)="1CAS(�0; ")�1; (21)where �j(�; �0) = Z ��0 aj(s; ") ds+O("): (22)Theorem 2 is similar to the adiabati theorem of quantum mehanis, whih statesthat if an eigenvalue of A(�; ") is spetrally isolated, than the assoiated eigenspae tendsto be invariant in the limit "! 0, see for instane [Wa, Berry, JKP℄. There is, however, adi�erene between Theorem 2 and those results. In our language, they show the existeneof a transformation y = S(�; ")z suh that the new system has small o�{diagonal terms (ofpolynomial or exponential order, depending on the ases). This is suÆient in quantummehanis, sine solutions have a onstant norm.When the eigenvalues have di�erent real parts, however, even exponentially small o�{diagonal terms an lead to appreiable transition amplitudes. For this reason, it is neededto eliminate these terms totally. The transformation is onstruted by imposing S(�; ") tobe a solution of the di�erential equation" _S = AS � SD: (23)This system an be transformed in suh a way that Theorem 1 an be applied, yielding theexistene of the matries S and D together with their asymptoti series and exponentialbounds.
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2.3 Invariant ManifoldsLet us return to the analysis of the motion near a hyperboli equilibrium. After translatingthe oordinates to an adiabati solution, we an separate the expanding and ontratingparts of the linearization by applying Theorem 2. We thus end up with the system" _u = D+(�; ")u + b+(u; v; �; ");" _v = D�(�; ")v + b�(u; v; �; "); (24)where D+ has eigenvalues with a real part larger than some onstant a0 > 0, D� haseigenvalues with a real part smaller than �a0, and b� = O(kuk2 + kvk2).This formulation is not yet satisfatory, sine the manifolds u = 0 and v = 0 arenot invariant, so that we are not able to deide in whih diretion a solution initiallylose to u = 0 will leave this region. This question an be solved by introduing invariantmanifolds, generalizing the stable manifold theorem for autonomous di�erential equations.Theorem 3. Assume (26) is of lass C2, and " is small enough.1. In a neighborhood of u = 0 and v1 = 0, there exist ontinuous funtions �(u; �; ") =O(kuk2) and �(v1; �; ") = O(kv1k2), suh that the suessive hanges of variables v =�(u; �; ") + v1 and u = �(v1; �; ") + u1 transform (26) into" _u1 = �D+(�; ") +B+(u1; v1; �; ")�u1" _v1 = �D�(�; ") +B�(u1; v1; �; ")�v1; (25)where B� = O(ku1k+ kv1k).2. If (26) is Ck, k > 2, � admits an expansion�(u; �; ") = k�2Xj=0 "j�j(u; �) + "k�1�k�1(u; �; "); (26)where k�k�1(u; �; ")k 6 k�1kuk2 and �(v1; �; ") admits a similar expansion.3. If (26) is analyti in an open omplex set, � admits an expansion�(u; �; ") = N(")Xj=0 "j�j(u; �) + e�1=Cj"j �(u; �; "); (27)where N(") = O(1="), k�(u; �; ")k 6 kuk2 and similarly for �.This result has the following interpretation: the manifolds with parametri equationv = �(u; �; ") and u = �(v1; �; ") de�ne, respetively, a loal unstable and stable adiabatimanifold, on whih the motion is, respetively, expanding and ontrating. The stablemanifold separates the neighborhood of the adiabati solution into two regions, from whihtrajetories esape in di�erent diretions.The existene of invariant manifolds for non-autonomous equations has been provedin some partiular ases in [Hal℄. Results similar to point 1. have been obtained in [Fe℄,see also [Jo℄.
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2.4 Dynami LinearizationOn the invariant manifold v = �(u; �; "), equation (26) beomes" _u = D+(�; ")u+ �+(u; �; "); (28)where �+(u; �; ") = b+(u; �; �; ") = O(kuk2). To simplify this equation further, it wouldbe ideal to be able to remove the term �+ ompletely. This turns out to be possible undermore restritive onditions on the eigenvalues of the matrix D+.Theorem 4. Assume that there exists a positive integer N suh that D+ and �+ are CNfuntions of � , u and ", and that the eigenvalues d1(�; "); : : : ; dm(�; ") of D+ satisfy therelations 0 < Re d1(�; ") < : : : < Re dn(�; ");N Re d1(�; ") > Re dn(�; ") (29)as well as the non{resonane onditionsmXj=1 pjdj(�; ") 6= dk(�; "); pj > 0; 2 6 Xj pj 6 N; k = 1; : : : m (30)uniformly in �; ". Then there exists, for small " and ku1k, a funtion h(u1; �; ") = O(ku1k2)suh that the hange of variables u = u1 + h(u1; �; ") transforms equation (30) into itslinearization " _u1 = D+(�; ")u1: (31)The funtion h(u1; �; ") an be expanded into powers of u and " up to order N .A similar result is valid for the ontrating part of the ow, when all inequalities in(31) are reversed (this is obtained simply by reversing the diretion of time). This resultis an extension to the non{autonomous ase of a result by Sternberg and Chen [Ch, Har℄(in fat, of the simpler ase disussed in [St℄). One the equation has been linearized, itan be studied by Corollary 1.Theorems 1 to 4 provide a rather omplete piture of the ow in a viinity of theequilibrium urve, under some onditions on the linearization around this urve. Eahresult shows the existene of a transformation whih simpli�es the equation near theequilibrium, in suh a way that it beomes solvable in ertain ases. The transformationsan only be onstruted approximately (at best up to an exponentially small remainder),but this is often suÆient for answering many questions of physial interest (see [BK1℄ fora onrete example).These results leave open the question of what happens when the onditions on thelinear part are not veri�ed. In the next two setions, we will show how to analyse some ofthese exeptions.3 Ellipti CaseSome results of the previous setion an be extended to the ase of ellipti equilibria,with, however, some restritions due to the possibility of resonane. We onsider againthe adiabati di�erential equation " _x = f(x; �); (32)7



where x 2 D � R n , � 2 I � R , f 2 Ck with k > 3, _x = dx=d� , and " > 0 is a smallparameter. We now assume that x?(�) is a smooth urve suh thatf(x?(�); �) = 0;�xf(x?(�); �) = A(�); (33)for all � 2 I, where the eigenvalues of A(�) have a vanishing real part. Then the followingresults orrespond respetively to Theorems 1 and 2.Theorem 5. Let I be a bounded interval. Assume that the eigenvalues aj(�) = i!j(�)are all imaginary and distint. For suÆiently small ", equation (34) admits a partiularsolution �x(�) = x?(�) + "r1(�; "); (34)where kr1(�; ")k 6 1 uniformly for � 2 I. As in Theorem 1, if f and x? are suÆientlysmooth, this solution an be expanded into powers of ", up to exponentially small order inthe analyti ase.Theorem 6. Let I be a bounded interval, and onsider for � 2 I the equation" _y = A(�; ")y; (35)where A(�; ") 2 C3 has eigenvalues aj(�; ") = i!j(�) + O("), with the !j all real anddistint for � 2 I. For suÆiently small ", there exist an invertible matrix-valued funtionS(�; ") and salar funtions�j(�; �0) = Z ��0 !j(s) ds+O("); j = 1; : : : ; n (36)suh that the prinipal solution of (37) an be written in the formU(�; �0) = S(�; ")0B�ei�1(�;�0)=" 0. . .0 ei�n(�;�0)="1CAS(�0; ")�1 (37)for �0; � 2 I. If A(�; ") is suÆiently smooth, the funtions S and �j an be expanded intopowers of ", up to exponentially small order in the analyti ase.The proofs of these two theorems are, in fat, losely related, and an be arried outby indution on the dimension n. The following example shows that without furtherassumptions, the boundedness of the interval I is a neessary ondition. Consider, indeed,the simple equation " _x = ix+ h(�); (38)whih admits the expliit solutionx(�) = ei �=" x(0) + ei �=" 1" Z �0 e� i s=" h(s) ds: (39)If h(�) is twie di�erentiable, integrations by part show thatx(�) = x1(�; ") + ei �="�x(0)� x1(0; ")� � " ei �=" Z �0 e� i s=" h00(s) ds; (40)8



where x1(�; ") = ih(�) + "h0(�). If h00(�) is a suÆiently wild funtion, suh as ei =s, thelast term may grow linearly with � . Another way to look at this example is to onsider aperiodi h(�), h(�) = 1Xp=�1 ĥ(p) ei p� : (41)Let q be the losest integer to 1=". The solution an be writtenx(�) =Xp6=q i ĥ(p)1� p" ei p� +ei �="�+ ĥ(q)1" Z �0 ei s(q�1=") ds�; (42)where  is an integration onstant. In partiular, when q = 1=", there is a resonane andthe last term grows as ĥ(1=")�=". Its amplitude depends again on the smoothness of h, ingeneral it will grow as "k� if h(�) is of lass Ck.These results may of ourse be substantially improved under additional hypotheses.For instane, it is well known that the prinipal solution is unitary if the matrix A(�; ") isanti{hermitian. And if the system is Hamiltonian, it beomes possible to apply KAM the-ory, see for instane [Ar℄. A dynami linearization is probably possible under appropriateDiophantine onditions on the eigenvalues.4 Bifurations, Crossings and ResonanesThe results of Setion 2 fail when ertain \hyperboliity" onditions are not satis�ed: The-orem 1 on existene of adiabati solutions fails when eigenvalues of the linearization rossthe imaginary axis, i.e., in ase of bifurations; Theorem 2 on dynami diagonalizationfails in situations of eigenvalue rossing; and Theorem 4 on dynami linearization failsin ase of resonane between eigenvalues. It turns out that there exist ertain onnetionsbetween these phenomena, whih allow to treat them in a uni�ed way. These onnetionshave not, to the best of our knowledge, been exploited to the present date. We presenthere some of the main ideas, more detailed results an be found in [Berg℄.4.1 BifurationsAssume that the origin is a bifuration point of the adiabati system, at whih exatlyone eigenvalue vanishes. It is possible to extend the enter manifold theorem in order toredue the system to a one{dimensional one. Let us thus onsider the equation" _x = f(x; �) = Xn;m > 0 nmxn�m (43)in a neighborhood of the origin, where x is a salar variable. For simpliity, we assumef(x; �) to be analyti. The origin is a bifuration point if 00 = 10 = 0.Let x?(�) be an equilibrium branh of (45) reahing the origin. It appears that thebehaviour of solutions near the bifuration point is ontrolled by two rational numbers qand p, de�ned by the relationsjx?(�)j � j� jq; j�xf(x?(�); �)j � j� jp; (44)9



where the notation x � y means that �x 6 y 6 +x for two positive onstants �independent of � and ". The numbers q and p an be determined graphially byNewton'spolygon, whih is onstruted with the onvex envelope of points (n;m) suh that nm 6=0: �q is the slope of a tangent to the polygon, and p its ordinate at 1.Assume that x?(�) � j� jq is a stable dereasing branh reahing the origin, suh thatf(x? + y; �) is negative for small positive y. Then we an show that generially, theadiabati solution �x(�) traking this branh obeys the saling relation�x(�)� x?(�) � ("j� jq�p�1 for � 6 � " 1p+1 ;" qp+1 for �" 1p+1 6 � 6 0. (45)The passage through the bifuration point has two important e�ets. One of them isthat after rossing this point, the solution may follow one of several outgoing branhes,or quikly leave the viinity of the bifuration point, whih may lead to hysteresis whenthe parameter is varied periodially. The other e�et is the nontrivial saling behaviour ofthe solutions with ", whih is also reeted by properties suh as the surfae of hysteresisyles.These phenomena belong to the �eld of dynami bifurations, whih has been stud-ied by several authors in reent years. See [Ben℄ for a review, and [JGRM, HL&, GBS℄ forthe study of saling laws in some partiular ases. In [Berg℄, we developed a new methodto study these saling laws from a qualitative point of view.4.2 Eigenvalue CrossingsWe saw in Setion 2.2 that a linear equation of the form" _y = A(�)y (46)ould be (blo{)diagonalized by a linear hange of variables y = S(�; ")z, where S satis�esan equation of the form " _S = AS � SD: (47)This system admits bounded solutions provided the eigenvalues' real parts don't ross.There are several types of rossing. If A(�) has no partiular symmetry, it is generiallynot diagonalizable at the rossing point. This is a well-known turning point problemreduible to Airy's equation [Wa, Ol℄. Another situation arises when, for instane, thematrix A(�) is symmetri and thus remains diagonalizable at the rossing point. Let usdisuss the example of the matrixA(�) = a(�)�os 2�(�) sin 2�(�)sin 2�(�) � os 2�(�)� ; (48)whih has eigenvalues �a(�) and eigenvetors (os �; sin �) and (� sin �; os �). We try tosolve (49) with the AnsatzS = �os �1(�) � sin �2(�)sin �1(�) os �2(�)� ; D = �d1(�) 00 d2(�)� ; (49)whih yields the equations" _�1 = �a(�) sin 2(�1 � �(�)); d1(�) = a(�) os 2(�1 � �(�)); (50)" _�2 = a(�) sin 2(�2 � �(�)); d2(�) = �a(�) os 2(�2 � �(�)): (51)10
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Figure 1. Solutions (thin lines) of (52) and (53) when a(�) = �(�) = � os � . In bothases, one an onstrut a partiular solution remaining lose to the stati equilibrium �(�)(thik lines, where the solid lines indiate stable branhes and the dashed lines unstableones), admitting a disontinuity of order p" at � = �2 or � = 3�2 .Two of these equations are adiabati equations for �1 and �2, while the other two determinethe diagonal matrix D(�). As long as a(�) 6= 0, Theorem 1 shows that the adiabatiequations admit solutions �j(�) = �(�) +O("), and thus (48) an be diagonalized.Assume now that a(�) vanishes, so that the eigenvalues of A(�) ross. We an translate� and � in suh a way that a(0) = �(0) = 0, so that (52) and (53) admit bifuration pointsat the origin. The disussion of the previous subsetion applies, with exponents q andp de�ned by the relations j�(�)j � j� jq and ja(�)j � j� jp. In the most generi ase,q = p = 1, whih means in partiular that the equations admit solutions �j(�) traking�(�) at a distane saling as p" when � approahes 0. For positive time, the behaviourof solutions depends on the signs of a and �. It turns out that in this generi ase, thesolution of one equation keeps traking the equilibrium branh, while the solution of theother one esapes the viinity of the bifuration point (Fig. 1).The result is that one of these solutions, say �2(�), must admit a disontinuity of orderp" at the bifuration point in order to remain lose to �(�). If �0 < 0 < � , the prinipalsolution of (48) thus takes the formU(�; �0) = S(�)�eÆ1(�;0)=" 00 eÆ2(�;0)="�T �eÆ1(0;�0)=" 00 eÆ2(0;�0)="�S(�0)�1; (52)where Æj(�; �0) = R ��0 dj(s) ds+O(p"), and T is an unavoidable transition matrix given byT = S(0+)�1S(0�) = �1 +O(p") sin(�+2 � ��2 ) +O(")0 1 � ; (53)where ��2 = �2(0�). Beause of this transition matrix, there is only one invariant subspaesurviving the eigenvalue rossing.4.3 Dynami Normal Forms and ResonanesLet us onsider again the equation" _u = D(�)u+ b(u; �); b(u; �) = O(kuk2): (54)11



Theorem 4 asserts that the nonlinear term an be removed by a hange of variables, underertain onditions on the eigenvalues d1(�); : : : ; dm(�) of D(�). These onditions an berelaxed somewhat. Let us still assume the existene of an integer N suh that (56) is oflass CN , and N minj dj(�) > maxj dj(�) > 0 (55)uniformly for � 2 I. Let us however allow a relation of the following kind to hold forertain values of � : mXj=1 dj(�)pj = dk(�); 2 6 mXj=1 pj 6 N; (56)where the pj are positive integers. In suh a ase, the m{tuple p = (p1; : : : ; pm) is alledresonant with k at time � . Let ej denote the jth anonial basis vetor in Rm , andup :=up11 : : : upmm . Theorem 4 an be extended to show the existene of a loal transforma-tion u = v + h(v; �; ") hanging (56) into" _v = D(�)v + X(p;k) resonant p;k(�)vpek; (57)where the sum extends over all (p; k) suh that relation (58) is satis�ed for some valueof � 2 I. We all (59) the dynami normal form of (56). It is possible to removeeven those resonant terms by a hange of variables admitting some irregularity at theresonane time, just as linear systems undergoing eigenvalue rossing an be diagonalizedby a transformation admitting an irregularity at the rossing time, whih an be analysedas a bifuration problem.As an illustration, onsider the two{dimensional ase with eigenvalues d1(�) = 1 andd2(�) = 2 + � . There is a resonane between p = (2; 0) and k = 2 and � = 0. Thus thedynami normal form lose to � = 0 reads" _v1 = v1;" _v2 = (2 + �)v2 + (�)v21 : (58)Let us forget that this equation an be solved exatly, and observe that the nonlinearterm an be removed by a hange of variables v2 = w2 + y(�)v21 , where y(�) satis�es thedi�erential equation " _y = �y + (�): (59)This linear equation an be solved exatly. The question is whether one an onstrut abounded solution. In fat, one an hoose two partiular solutions, one of whih is boundedfor positive times, and the other one bounded for negative times. The disontinuity at� = 0 is of order "�1=2 (this fator has a small e�et if x is of order "1=4). If we denotethe linearizing hange of variables by v = H(�)(w), we obtain that for �0 < 0 < � ,v(�) = H(�) Æ U(�; 0) ÆH(0+)�1 ÆH(0�) Æ U(0; �0) ÆH(�0)�1(v(�0)); (60)where U is the prinipal solution of the linearized equation. The e�et of the resonaneappears in the transition term H(0+)�1 ÆH(0�). Note that if � is replaed by �� in (60),it is possible to onstrut a bounded solution of (61), and this transition term redues toidentity. 12
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